Strength of depth effects induced by three types of vertical disparity.
The goal of the present study is to compare the strengths of depth effects induced by different types of vertical disparity. We use a nulling task, in which the depth effects induced by vertical disparity are nulled by horizontal disparity. The advantage of this method is that it prevents cue conflicts from arising between disparity and other depth cues. The ratios between horizontal and vertical disparity that evoke the percept of a fronto-parallel stimulus vary per type of vertical disparity. The ratios determined for vertical scale and vertical quadratic mix (vertical scale with a horizontal gradient) vary strongly across subjects. The ratios for vertical shear are constant, since all subjects needed the same amount of horizontal and vertical shear to perceive a fronto-parallel plane. In these experiments, one conflict cannot be avoided, namely the conflict between vertical disparity and oculomotor signals. This conflict may cause differential weighting of vertical disparity and oculomotor signals, which could explain the individual differences. The different ratios for different types of vertical disparity suggest that weighting is specific for each type of vertical disparity and the associated oculomotor signal.